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Thoughts from the President: 

 

Imagine you are on a street corner in New York City, Cars 

and Taxis are zooming by.  People are rushing around.  

Large buildings are above. Now imagine you take an 

elevator to the top of a skyscraper and look out over the 

roof.  The world is much bigger!!!  You can see beyond the 

city.  Forests. Mountains. And the sun is shining on 

everything! Too often, we only see things at street level.  

Your job keeps giving your more work with less people, you 

have another flu bug, bills are piling up, you cannot seem 

to lose weight.  These are not problems that can be 

ignored, but you can choose how you see these issues. 

As your president, I can tell you I have felt a lot of this 

during some of the trench work we have been doing as 

your board to advance our chapter.  But lately I was 

reminded of how it looks from atop of the skyscraper, how 

far we have come, even while working through some 

challenges.  Some of the challenges in the big picture are 

a small part of the larger landscape of Wild West SGMP. 

Sometimes you need a little help raising your perspective 

to enjoy such a view, and I am thankful for some of our 

membership for helping me see it from this perspective.  

We have to remember it is our choice to leave the street 

corner and step into the elevator. Perspective is 

everything!  Let’s keep moving forward for the big view 

from the skyscraper, for our chapter, and for us as 

individuals. 

 

Your humble president of Wild West Chapter, 

Leah Scoles 

 

The Spur Newsletter  www.oksgmp.wildapricot.org 
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“15 years and still sparkling” 

 

SGMP WILD WEST ANNUAL GALA  
     

Celebrating our Crystal Anniversary of 15 years, Wild 

West members from across the state gathered 

together for a night to remember. Hosted by the 

Marriott NCED in Norman we were treated to an 

evening of great food, great company, and great 

fun! Our yearly gala is a time to celebrate our 

successes and remind one another of the important 

connections that we make throughout the year. This 

is also an opportunity to raise money as a chapter to 

continue supporting the wonderful things Wild West 

does throughout the year. A huge Thank You goes 

to Marlene Livaudais with VisitTulsa for all of the hard 

work that went into planning and executing this 

event. Another huge Thank You goes to the 

entire team at Marriott NCED in Norman. Their 

dedication and attention to detail really made this 

event shine.  
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SGMP Community Service   

The Spirit to Serve, Is the Spirit to SUCCEED! 

DECEMBER 2016 

For the December 8th SGMP meeting, we had a 

toy drive to benefit the “Military Family Readiness 

program” at Tinker AFB.  Our generous members 

brought new unwrapped toys to help support 

our military families during the holidays! 

 

FEBRUARY 2017  

For our February Service member from 

both OSAE and SGMP came together to 

for Food Bank Volunteer Night at the 

Regional Food Bank of Oklahoma. They 

provide domestic hunger-relief to over 

126,000 hungry Oklahomans EVERY WEEK!  

Don’t miss out on our next opportunity to serve our communities!! At our April meeting we will 

be collecting donations for Suited for Success, providing professional clothing and career 

development services to low-income women who have completed a job training or job 

readiness program and are actively seeking employment. 
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Upcoming Meetings 

Date: April 13, 2017 

Location: Sheraton Downtown OKC 

Speaker: Shari Goad 

Core Competency: Facilities and Services 

Title of Presentation: Pirates and Poachers: Protecting Your Room Block 

 

Brief Bio: Shari has worked in the meetings and events industry for over 20 years and brings a 

rich background of experience ranging from hotel sales and operations to conference 

planning and project management.  She currently is the Project Manager at the Oklahoma 

Department of CareerTech in Stillwater where she and her staff are responsible for managing 

over 125 off-site meetings per year!   
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Cutting Costs at Your Next Meeting 

Negotiation tactics 

• Don't be afraid to share your past meeting history with hotels and venues. They are more willing to 

help you cut costs than you think. They just need to have the information to make the best decisions 

for both their business and yours. -- Kristin Norris, global conference manager, The CMO Club  

 

• Tighten up your expectations to better match available resources and maximize their impact. 

Putting the focus on the anticipated outcome lets us look at what is really needed to achieve that 

goal, often eliminating some things that have "always been" a part of the program. Paring down like 

that can open up the door to creativity. -- Sue Alexander, American College of Phlebology 

 

• Negotiate meal prices when you negotiate the rest of the contract, so both parties know what to 

expect later in the process. 

 

• Review the proposals, then set up a proposal-negotiation meeting with the supplier within a week. 

At the meeting, present components of the proposal for which you would like to cut costs and have 

an alternate money-saving suggestion. Indicate that your goal is to cut at least 15 percent of the cost 

and request that they help you meet that goal. -- Stephanie A. Watson, DZS Meetings & Events 

 

 

Venues 

• For smaller events, try unconventional facilities -- community centers, libraries, township or city halls -

- where you can bring in a local caterer instead of being limited to in-house catering. You'll likely save 

on both venue rental fees and F&B.  

 

• We use colleges of nursing as venues for our conventions. The college then buys into the event and 

increases our attendance, and the venue is free. -- Gingy Harshey-Meade, Indiana State Nursing 

Association 

 

• I often look for unconventional locations for on-site added meeting space. For instance, we have a 

handful of exhibitors at some events. While we normally contract actual meeting rooms for them, 

there have been times where I've utilized prefunction or hall space. This allows us to use a facility that 

might otherwise turn us down due to their limited meeting space (their perception, anyway)! We 

maximize space and the facility obtains a new client. Win-win! -- Tim Daugherty, Tennessee Valley 

Public Power Association 

 

 

Food and beverage 

• Eliminate bottled water. Many hotels will provide water stations at no cost. Attendees are likely not 

aware that a bottle of water can cost upward of $7 with taxes and service charges. Most will not miss 

individually bottled water as long as they can easily access water coolers. -- Lisa Thornton, ACUTA 

 

• Talk to the banquet captain for each meal function to determine how close your guarantee was 

and what leftovers remained, so you can better hit that magical guarantee next time. -- Financial 

industry planner, St. Louis 
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Cutting Costs at Your Next Meeting Cont. 

 

Food and beverage 

• Eliminate bottled water. Many hotels will provide water stations at no cost. Attendees are likely not 

aware that a bottle of water can cost upward of $7 with taxes and service charges. Most will not miss 

individually bottled water as long as they can easily access water coolers. -- Lisa Thornton, ACUTA 

 

• Talk to the banquet captain for each meal function to determine how close your guarantee was 

and what leftovers remained, so you can better hit that magical guarantee next time. -- Financial 

industry planner, St. Louis 

 

• Serve leftover breakfast breads/pastries at the morning break.  

 

• Pull dessert off the lunch menu and instead serve it in the afternoon for a dessert break, especially if 

you have an exhibit hall. This helps bring people into the hall and saves money, as there's no need to 

purchase an afternoon snack. -- Patty Olejnik, Association of Legal Administrators 

 

• In some cases, we have been able to eliminate expensive urns of decaffeinated coffee that very 

few people drink and given out coffee cards that decaf drinkers can redeem at the hotel's coffee 

kiosk. -- Scott Shellman, Framework Meetings and Destinations 

 

• Keep count of and keep a history on the percentages of participation in food-and-beverage 

events. Not everyone participates in every meal, and a lot of people leave before the end of a 

conference, so maybe the breakfast and grab-and-go lunch don't need to be for all 100 who signed 

up for the event. -- Denise Hoffman, Association Management Ltd.  

 

• A great idea is to have a meatless lunch and a "saladpalooza" with small samples of plated salads 

ready for a pick-up and go. -- Stephanie A. Watson, DZS Meetings & Events 

 

• I trim costs by refining some of the banquet menus, making our own to fit our budget (maybe using 

smaller portions of meat, cutting something out, etc.). I find most places are more than willing to work 

with us to have something nice that fits into what we can pay. -- Jody Johnston-Mohr, Genesis Health 

System 

 

• I recommend a la carte F&B orders for breakfasts and a.m./p.m. breaks instead of packages. 

 

• I work with the hotel to learn about other, concurrent groups' menus where we might be able to 

save by ordering the same things.  

 

• If your group is government-related or a nonprofit organization, ask for per diem menus. Many 

facilities will allow other groups to order from these same menus in a budget pinch. 

 

• Save on room rental by double-setting a larger room (e.g., classroom in front, banquet in back) or 

by choosing to set up crescent rounds and having attendees eat (light) meals at their seats. 

WiFi 

• I make sure to negotiate the cost of meeting-room WiFi before committing to a hotel contract. I will 
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Cutting Costs at Your Next Meeting Cont. 

• I work with the hotel to learn about other, concurrent groups' menus where we might be able to 

save by ordering the same things.  

 

• If your group is government-related or a nonprofit organization, ask for per diem menus. Many 

facilities will allow other groups to order from these same menus in a budget pinch. 

 

• Save on room rental by double-setting a larger room (e.g., classroom in front, banquet in back) or 

by choosing to set up crescent rounds and having attendees eat (light) meals at their seats. 

WiFi 

• I make sure to negotiate the cost of meeting-room WiFi before committing to a hotel contract. I will 

often involve the salesperson in those negotiations. -- Valerie Romero, Girl Scouts of the USA 

 

• We never pay rack rate for WiFi. If necessary, we provide usage reports from previous meetings to 

show we are light users. Our attendees are not using multiple devices during meetings, downloading 

from the Internet or doing anything extreme. They simply need to be able to check their email.  

 

A/V and other equipment 

• Our CEO is very frugal (by necessity; we are a nonprofit agency), so we bring in as much of our own 

audiovisual equipment as possible. We even bring our own flip charts/paper/markers to some 

meetings. 

 

• If you host the same types of events over time, spend the money to purchase your own A/V 

equipment, such as laptops, power strips, LCD projectors, even microphones. Typically, even the 

more costly equipment pays for itself after five or six uses, and then you're saving anywhere from 

hundreds to thousands of dollars on each event thereafter. Just be sure to write into your contracts 

that you're allowed to use your own A/V without extra fees. Some facilities do charge a plug-in fee to 

use house sound, but it is nearly always cheaper than renting their mics/equipment for the day or 

multiple days.  

 

•  For programs with more extensive A/V needs, target your facility search toward those properties 

that offer all-inclusive pricing (e.g., room rental includes all A/V needs), so you're not nickeled-and-

dimed to death on your equipment rental. 

 

• For smaller meetings, put the maximum inclusive cost you will pay for your A/V needs into the RFP. 

This puts the hotel on notice that you expect them to go to bat for you with their in-house provider. 

Don't let them get away with saying "A/V is separate." The hotel receives "consideration" from the A/V 

company, so they can apply pressure to meet their customer's needs. 
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SGMP Region V PIE Conference 

What an Amazing Conference we had this year! We 

had the best speakers a conference could ever want 

and we raised $420.00 for the New Day Camp! What 

an awesome group of people! Can't wait to do it all 

again Next Year! 
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Join your fellow Wild West members in 

attending the National Education 

Conference (NEC) this June in Ft. 

Lauderdale! SGMP NEC is the largest 

annual event in the government 

meetings industry and is where 

government professionals from across 

the country come together for non-stop 

education, resources and networking. 

  

 

June 6-8, 2017 – Ft. Lauderdale, FL   

Hilton Fort Lauderdale Marina 

 


